ARTICLES ISI WEB OF SCIENCE AND WEB OF KNOWLEDGE:

- (2012) A. Vasile, C. Costea, T.V An evolutionary game theory approach to market competition and cooperation Advances Complex Systems, Vol 16, DOI: No. 10.1142/S0219452912500440 Accepted 2012-03-02

ARTICLES IN INTERNATIONAL DATABASES:

- (2011) Carmen, E., Costea, Adrian, Vasile, Assessing the incentives for peace in the Black Sea Region, in EURO-PHORM IGWT Austria, University of Economics and Business Administration;
- (2011) Angheluta, A., Costea C., Su stainable Go-Green Logistics Solutions For Istanbul Metropolis Problemy Transportu Journal vol. 6 nr 2 Katowice, ISSN 1896-0596, pag 59-70

REFEREED BOOKS, CDS & CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:

- (2011) Andrei Angheluta, C. Costea, Creative solutions for reducing the gender gaps Vienna IGWT
- (2011) Adrian Vasile C. Costea, The Relation Between Trade And Conflict, A Factor Of Stability In The Black Sea Region Carte Vienna

Curriculum vitae Costea Carmen-Eugenia

USH April 2012


1999 Costea, C., Commerce and Marketing Fd România de Mâine, Bucureşti ISBN 973-582-116-8


2. SPEAKING AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS

2011


Angheluşă, A., Costea, C., Competition in logistics market – conflict and cooperation Annual COST MP0801 Meeting Eindhoven

Costea, C., Concepts and interpretation: Human Resources Excellence in Human Being Behavior Annual COST MP0801 Meeting Eindhoven


2010

Costea, C., Liberalia Văduceană, L. From Developing Economics To Spiritual Global Development: Identifying The Basic Problematic Of Hidden Economy, Corruption, Governance, Full Employment And Poverty Elimination EBC Tg.Jiu


Prîto, A. N. Costea, C., MAS approach to political prospection and alliances analysis in Policy, Planning & Infrastructure, ECCS Lisabona


preliminary-case-studies-outline-pdf/4672518117


2009

- Crisis under crisis between U and W development - a complex point of view Int'l Advanced School on Complexity Erice, Italia, Oct.
- Trends and priorities in Human Capital Integration and Modeling for post Bologna Public Policies - a conceptual demarcah ECECS09 Warwick, UK, Sept.
- Costea, C., et al, Utilization of e-logistics in multinational companies to overcome difficulties of today’s economic environment and How to turn the economic crisis into a potential engine for Society development (poster) COST Rome Italy Mai
- Complexity-NET Workshop: Engaging with Social Science. Chantilly January Observer for Romania as Complexity.RO initiator

2008

- Econophysics and Complexity do we need them? 3 talks NCCU Summer school Taipei Taiwan August
- Marshall’s theory should be discarded, (Steve Keen & Carmen Costea) AHE Cambridge, July
- The Eco-Systems of the Market and the Philosophy of Common Interest NEW 2008 Salermo Italia June
- Franchising Excellence : how to profit from transcending the linear paradigm in education NetSci Nonwich, June
- Diet as a new religion 4th Congress on FOOD Cavtat Croatia , May Conf Proceedings ISBN 97895363207885
- Franchising complexity: how to profit from transcending the linear paradigm in education Data on Complex Systems Palermo, April

2007

- Complexity: new opportunities for understanding consumption submitted and to be attended in SPIE conference on Complexity Canberra December
- SHE Conference Sydney Freedom and responsibility under the complexity of change December 2007 (coauthor)
- Strategies, planning and design in Rumanian companies - talk given at UNAM Mexico City in October 2007 for academics and master/Phd students Intelligent Business - talk given at UNAM Mexico City in October 2007 for academics and master/Phd students
- The secret of Successful Firms in Romania - talk given at UNAM Mexico City in October 2007 for academics and master/Phd students
- Handling the risk by dealing with Emotional Business Intelligence ECCS Dresden October 2007
- Reshaping behavior in science and economics: new windows and opportunities in commercial business Econophysics Colloquium and Beyond Ancona September
- Reshaping behavior in science and economics: new windows and opportunities in commercial business 4th COST Conference Palermo September

2006

- Ukrainian Initiative for Development of European Technology Platform Uzhhorod Ukraine October: Economical Point of View? What is Really Progressive?
- Complex Systems in Romania September ECCS Oxford September:
- COST and ONCE-CS conference, Vilnus, May: Alternatives for the European educational system at the knowledge based economic applied research Vilnus May
- COST and ONCE-CS conference, Vilnus, May coauthor (M Bulinski, C. Costea, I R Andrei, C M Ticos) EOM control of the LFF chaotic behavior in an ECCL m n phase synchronization;
- ECOPLE Capri, July: The Impact of Inequality in Branding Romania

2005

- SHE UNWS Sydney December Managing Ethics in Commercial Business;
- Canberra Econophysics Colloquium November Another approach of supplementary tools used in the analyze of the commercial companies evolution towards network structures influencing the economic behavior;
- Bridging economists with physicist: opportunities, approaches, consequences talk given at University of Canberra Department of Physics ;
- DYES Mar del Plata June : Management of risk: from national business to European market; a new approach of phenomenon using economical models with application on the banking market ;
Curriculum vitae Costea Carmen-Eugenia

1. **Educational platform POSDRU ASE educational activity Intelligent Sales Techniques** - member 2010+2011
   Project Director: Prof Dr Gh. Orzan

2. **ETOILE**
   Project Director: prof Jeffrey Johnson Open Univ. London, UK
   Scientific Representative for and WP leader of education: C. Costea

3. **BaSeFOOD**
   Sustainable exploitation of bioactive components from the Black Sea Area traditional foods FP7-KBBE-2008-2B 227118
   Coordinator: prof dr Filippo D’Antuono Univ of Bologna 2009-2012 16 partner countries
   Scientific Director for Romania and ASE: Carmen Costea
   Financemant. EU Euros 5 millions /146,000

4. **Physics of Competition and Conflicts** ESFCOST MP0801 2008-2011 35 partner countries
   Director of project: Peter Richmond Trinity College Ireland
   Funded by COST ESF
   Representative for Romania & member in the Management Committee Carmen Costea

5. **ASSYST**
   ACTION FOR THE SCIENCE OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS AND SOCIALLY INTELLIGENT ICT FP7-ICT-2007-3 231710 2008-2011 9 partner countries
   Director of project: Prof Jeffrey Johnson Open University London, UK
   Scientific Representative for Romania: A.S.E. and WP5.3 Coordinating Female Scientists and Minorities to attend ECCS Carmen Costea

**3. PROJECTS AND RESEARCH CONTRACTS**

*My research activity* also includes: projects at CNCSIS and Food Products Centre (prior to becoming an academic and at the Academy of Economic Studies, under the coordination of national or international bodies, including NURC/CNCSIS PNII, CEEX, CERES, ANCS, EUROSTAT, USAID, PHARE, UNICEF European Science Foundation (COST, Fp6 – GIACS, ONCE-CS and NEST), PC7, KBBE, THEme 3 ICT, CA.

Associate Researcher of the Romanian Academy - Institute of Economic Forecasting.

**Summary of scientific research areas / topics approached**

- Intelligent Business;
- Management of Risk
- Application of Physics and complex systems at social and economic level
- Studies on labor: The review offers migration, performance, conflicts, stress, and crisis (identity by diversity; trends in economic and societal development under knowledge based diversity: influence; consequences; challenges, bridging education, research and economy);
- Changing the behavior at individual and corporate level, ethics and responsibility (towards a new paradigm of consumers behavior (from individuals to corporate Responsibility; quo Vadis development? - from inequality and mobility to complex sustaina bility); commercial ethics – societal responsibility; gender and age role in science; Innovative self-development and interregional reconstruction (at social and economic level);
- The complexity of living and health of the entire knowledge-based society
- Introducing the Complexity as a teaching subject and a recognized PhD field;
- Use of Geopolitics tools for developing communication by understanding the cultural integration (Globalization).

1. **Annual International Conference Faculty of Physics Univ. of Bucharest, May, Bucharest, (co-author), M Bulinski, C Costea, I R Andrei: The numerical modeling of data coding transmission between two multi-mod laser diodes operating with external cavity;**

2. **2004**
   - Management of risk: from national business to European market Toledo, Spain;
   - Global quality of the commercial company SHE Sydney-December;
   - How Markets Complexity can lead to sustainable development of commercial firms - BEP workshop ASE Bucharest, October;
   - The network firm – an approach inside a global market ACE Sydney Australia, September;
   - Globalization - a new tool to develop sustainable in the transition countries NEW Salerno Italy, September;

3. **2001**
   - Is the Romanian banking system on the right way towards a global market economy after thirteen years of transition? What has to be done? The First Conference of Heterodox Economics Association, Sydney, Australia, December
   - Steve Keen & Carmen Costea: The missing lag between Harrods and Hicks Third International Conference on Discrete Chaotic Dynamics in Nature and Society (ICDNS3), Tokyo Japan, September
   - What are the prospects and pitfalls for using physics to model marketing as consumer-corporate interactions? International Conference on Economics and Physics, Bali, Indonesia, August
   - Romania: 12 years of transition towards a global market, the 7th Annual Post-Keynesian Conference, Kansas City USA Junet/July

4. **2000**
   - Theoretical issues concerning the role of credit contracts in protecting consumers of financial and banking products, and in improving the macroeconomic balance of the Romanian market economy. New Economic Windows Conference, Salerno, Italy, September

5. **1996**
   - The current state of public statistics in Romania, OECD Working paper, April

6. **1995**
   - On Romanian statistical co-operation under the PHARE Program, Working Paper, Luxembourg

7. **1991**
   - On bilateral co-operation between Romanian and French Statistical Offices under the PHARE Program, Paris
   - Contributions to Romanian statistical activity, to speed the transition towards an open market, by harmonizing and updating economic indicators and improving the comparative data system, Central and Eastern European countries meeting on transition issues, Washington

8. **2010+2011**
   - Project Director: prof Jeffrey Johnson Open Univ. London, UK
   - 2010+2011
   - Project Director: Prof Dr Gh. Orzan

9. **2004**
   - Annual International Conference Faculty of Physics Univ. of Bucharest, May, Bucharest, (co-author), M Bulinski, C Costea, I R Andrei: The numerical modeling of data coding transmission between two multi-mod laser diodes operating with external cavity;
6. NEST General Integration of the Applications of Complexity in Science FP 6 GIACS 012380 NEST-2003-Path-1 for Tackling complexity in science

ONCE-CS Brainstorming 2005-2008; 22 partner countries
ONCE-CS Brainstorming 2005-2008; www.giacs.org

Partners 28 universities of 22 European countries representing International Consortium for Complex Studies;
Contributor Fordazione ISI - Istituto per L’Interscambio Scientifico,
Director for Romania - Costea Carmen

Financement EU FP7 Euros 1.3 mn/8,000

7. Physics of risk COST P10 2003-2008 (member in the Management Committee) 28 partner countries

8. LEX VITAE The complexity of the living entity: a case study: the health of the Univ. organization PN II 774 2007 - 2010

Partners: Faculty of Economics ASE

Financement: NURC 950 ths Ron (1 Euro=3.6 Ron)

Director of project Costea Carmen

Financement: NURC 29660 Ron

10. CAMBRIDGE Marshall’s theory should be discarded MC 2314/08 (research mobility) 2008 ended
Director of project- Costea Carmen

Value: 3350 Ron

11. CAVITAT Consumption and diet as a new religion MC 26/50 2008 (research mobility) 2008 ended
Director of project- Costea Carmen

Value 5206 Ron

4. CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS ORGANIZATION

2009
- Lisbon Strategy – source of inspiration for the Knowledge-based society (Cum utilizam ca baza de inspiratie si sprijin Strategia Lisabona si prioritatile Societatii Cunoasterei?) Second incubator of business and projects Buc.19-21.03. Aleron ASA & House of Europe
- Why is it vital to use the EU tools and support investments? EU business and projects incubator First demonstrative meeting Bucharest Feb. Center ALERON
- Advanced international School on Complexity co/organizer Univ of Palermo, in Erice Italia, 26-31 October 2009 and August 2010 in Marmaris Turkey

2008-6
- Round tables on Alternative Sciences bridging education and society: the importance of multicultural approach in building a wealth education within the knowledge based society www.science.ase.ro;
- 2006 Training & Coaching School: Complexity of Communication and Intercultural Relations Albena, Bulgaria August 1-7
- 2008-4 Scientific seminar (organized on a fortnight basis) for students in the Business Club
- 1997 -2001 Round tables for Ph D students, Bucharest
- 1993 Statistics in transition, International Workshop, Sinaia

5. TEACHING HISTORY AND ACADEMIC CAREER

My permanent academic career commenced in 1997 at the Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest. Besides Business to Business Marketing I developed the subject Protection of Consumers, a topic that is to some extent taken for granted in developed market economies, but an essential issue for transition economies with no history of a formal market economy. There has been a strong need to change the behavior of all economic agents, whether consumers or producers, and this subject addresses these issues.

I next took over the subject Fundamentals of Commerce (National & International Approaches), and created a new interactive approach, relying on a partnership between Professor and students. The tutorials were altered from classroom experiences to simulating real micro-activity: students now form a virtual company, which is the vehicle by which they learn the fundamentals of commerce.

I developed the new subjects International Economic Transactions, Commercial Transactions, International Negotiation and Communication in Commercial Affairs, and Marketing Policy again addressing issues raised by the changes in our economy. The subjects were also needed to harmonize our instruction with European standards.

My other teaching responsibilities included the postgraduate subjects Economics of Commerce and Tourism, Marketing of Tourism, Management of risk, Project Management and Design (both in English) Business Evaluation and Diagnosis and Financial and Commercial Techniques I also taught in both public and private universities, and consequently have experience of a wide range of approaches to education.

My current subjects that I coordinate and supervise at the ASE are Economics of National and International Commerce (undergraduate level) and Management for Doing Business (English language). Starting with this year I will be teaching Smart Business at master and Systems of Business intelligence at doctoral level. I am also voluntarily developing a business club for/with students on Managerial Economics (trilingual) where I bring into our projects people from business area, diplomacy, research and academia so that we develop a new approach of life learning combining it with coaching.

The summer schools, the workshops, the business club and round tables are running using national and international research funds and our sponsors’ support. All the events are widely disseminated by all means: websites, academic TV and Economic Commerce Review. New course is starting with 2008-2009 at Master degree in a private university: Geo-Politics and Cultural Anthropology. New courses to be introduced and touched in 2009-2010 called Research Strategies (master level).

6. OTHER ACTIVITIES AND CONTRACTS FOR RESEARCH

1. Promotion of tools and techniques of Econophysics and Complexity at the sustainable development of a knowledge based society to diminish the risk and solve the crises CEEX EPHYCOM PR-008-PT00-16 15 Sept 2005- 30 Dec. 2007; project manager finished September 2007;
2. The role of multiculturalism in implementing alternative research of excellence (Econophysics, complex studies, intelligent business, competitive intelligence); Alternatives in deep integration of Romanian research community inside the European academic world National Workshops
Financement: Romanian Government 5250 lei
Collaborators: Univ of Bucharest and Laser Institute of Bucharest
Responsible of project: prof.univ.dr. Carmen Costea

3. Assistance to Set up an Efficient Legal Aid System in Romania Legal Aid-Ro-2004/015-772.01.04-12 Partner: Romania Ministry of Justice; Consultant GDSI LIMITED short term position as a sub contractor consultant prof.dr. Carmen Costea
EU financement
Value: Euro 50, 000/600

4. Econophysics – new approach in modeling the competitive financial and banking market CERES 4-260 Dec 2004-Dec 2006

5. Trans-disciplinary physics: application of statistical physics to social issues and risk - project coordinated by Department of Physics Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland;


7. Quality of Life and Management of Living Resources: The Establishment of Activities Structured to Foster Partnerships within the Consumer Science Community under the co-ordination of Sociedade Portuguesa de Inovacao Lisbon, Portugal The Creation and Establishment of a Consumer Science Platform Structured to Foster Partnerships between the Social and Hard Sciences;

8. Trans-disciplinary physics: application of statistical physics to social issues and risk– project coordinated by Department of Physics Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland

9. Quality of Life Management: The Establishment of Activities Structured to Foster Partnerships within the Consumer Science Community under the co-ordination of Sociedade Portuguesa de Inovacao Lisbon, Portugal 2001

10. Modeling a sustainable long term reconstruction of the Romanian economy according to a medium-term Government strategy towards a complex society: The relevance of research and innovation for a new competitive partnership, ASE Research Department Center of Studies and Consulting, (Faize 1/2001) Theoretical and methodological premises on a sustainable reconstruction of Romanian economy to set up new partnerships based on research, development, and innovation 2000

11. Integration of the environment within the market mechanism: the external costs of energy, ASE Research Department Center of Studies and Consulting, (Faize 2001) Design of methodological tests to identify market externalities and to set up an adequate tax system to better protect the environment 1999

12. The role of economic networks in sustainable development: The relevance of research and innovation for a new competitive partnership, ASE Research Department Center of Studies and Consulting and 1994/5

13. Project 43 0 Coordinator INSEE France, EUROCSTAT, Statistical foreign trade methodology according to European requirements. The improvement of calculation methods for Cost price indices (310 pages)

14. The calculation of macroeconomic and financial indicators specific to a transition period and the consequences for population incomes
Department of Commerce, ASE, Bucharest

15. Code 27.6 (coordinator), Methods and techniques to determine the influence of the hidden economy on the GDP, EUROSTAT ISTAT–INE (59)

7. REFEREED NATIONAL CONFERENCE TALKS & PRESENTATIONS

2009
- The crises dynamic as a new approach – EDEN Bucharest May
- The third incubator on European Business – The role of SMEs in Europe under crisis May
- Lisbon Strategy – source of inspiration for the Knowledge-based society (Cum utilizam ca baza de inspiratie si si prin Strategia Lisabona si piaatale Societati Cunoastere?) 19-21.03. Aleron ASA & House of Europe
- Systemic Knowledge of targets, objectives and evaluation criteria for the investment projects founders (Cunoasterea si exploatarea eficace a raportului dintre tinte obiective si criteriile de evaluare ale finantatorului proiectului de investitii Second incubator of business and projects) February;
- Second incubator of business and projects Buc. 19-21.03 Aleron, ASA & House of Europe
- The third Incubator on European Business – Why is vital to use the EU tools to support and assist national investments? Why is vital to use the EU supportive tools on investments- First demonstrative working meeting Bucharest Centre ALERON February 2009

2008
- Alternative si Contributii la Comunicarea Stiintei 60 de ani de la infractitia The Magazine ofistei de Stiinta si Tehnica Romana, Bucuresti, Noiembrie 2008
- Costea,C., et al, Being Proactive Versus Reactive – The Solution of Self-Government at „Integrarea Europeană-

2007
- The soundness of training by coaching as an alternative in education HOJO Workshop on The Complexity of the living entity November
- Respiritualisation of Economic Education from the point of view of the Fulfillment of Human Life – Conference on Globalization and Higher Education in Economics and Business Administration, FEAA, Iasi, October (Co-authored)

2006
- A new approach of business in the knowledge based society - networking to survive International Conference on Management, Sibiu, November
- Alternative tools used in the analyze of commercial companies evolution Bucharest – March on 2006 International Conference on Commerce

2005
- A new approach regarding the corporative social responsibility, Conference on Competitiveness in Commerce Ed II ASE June;
- The ethical management – a new model of integration inside the European society Conference SNPS Bucharest May;

2004
Globalization versus Marketization in a complex world  BEP workshop ASE Bucharest, October;
The Romanian teaching system in Tomorrow's World  ASE Symposium Bucharest, May;

2002
- Possibilities of consumer protection against credit dangers, The Symposium of Quality, ASE, Bucharest, April-May;

2001
- Approaches to marketing the RDI (Research, Development, Innovation) product on the Romanian market at the beginning of the new millennium, International Conference on 30 years of Marketing Research in Romania Bucharest, November 2001;
- Partnership - the ideal formula for communication between commercial agents, Symposium on the Romanian Economy 2001, University George Baritiu Symposium, Brasov, June;
- A system to protect the implied rights of economic agents against derivative risks in commercial credit transactions, ASE Faculty of Commerce Symposium, Bucharest, June;
- Considerations on credit activity and the rights of Romanian consumers in a market economy  ASE Faculty of Finance Symposium, Bucharest, June;
- Could the Romanian Commercial system be integrated into the European financial banking culture? University of Cluj-Napoca, Symposium, May;
- An approach to some European commercial models, Western University Symposium, Oradea, April;
- The impact of the tendency towards a single European market on Romanian commerce, Western University Symposium, Oradea, April;

2000
- Improving and strengthening the financial and banking market: a prerequisite for the success of Romanian integration into the western market economy Symposium on Romania at the beginning of the third Millennium, University George Baritiu, Brasov, May;
- The importance of private capital in developing Romanian financial and banking products and services and enhancing privatization, Symposium on Romania at the beginning of the third Millennium, University George Baritiu, Brasov, May;
- Towards improving the credit business in Romania in keeping with European banking culture, University Dimitrie Cantemir Symposium, May;
- Towards a real protection of consumers in the financial and banking markets, University of Cluj-Napoca Symposium, Bucharest;

1999
- New issues in commercial policy given the new development strategy in Romanian banking, 130 years of teaching and researching in ASE, A S E, Bucharest;
- Ethical behavior in business for small to medium sized businesses, 130 years of teaching and researching in ASE, A S E, Bucharest;
- Methods of quantification of poverty levels and their consequences for social protection programs, Symposium on Commerce and Development, A S E, Bucharest;
- Life insurance - a profitable opportunity for banks, Symposium on Commerce and Development, A S E, Bucharest;
- A dynamic approach to enterprise insolvency, Ph D Session, ASE Finance Department, A S E, Bucharest;
- The consequences for income distribution of improving the relationship between the capital and labor markets - Ph D Session, A S E Commerce Department, A S E, Bucharest;

1998
- The Impact of asset markets on transition economies, University Dimitrie Cantemir and the Foundation of the Academy of Gh Zane-lasi Symposium, Bucharest;
- The role of insurance societies and banks in setting up new relationship with clients, University Dimitrie Cantemir and the Foundation of the Academy of Gh Zane-lasi Symposium, Bucharest;
- Producer and importer responsibility concerning product quality for consumer protection, Western University of Oradea Symposium, Oradea;
- About bankruptcy and financial diagnosis, Ph D Session, ASE Commerce Department, A S E, Bucharest;
- Deposits insurance in developing countries, Ph D Session, ASE Commerce Department, A S E, Bucharest;

1996
- Technological convergence on integrated financial services, ASE Symposium, A S E, Bucharest

7. PAPERS AND ARTICLES APPEARED IN NATIONAL MAGAZINE

- (2009) Costea, C Master programs a need for mobility, Dilema Veche 12.08. 2009
- (2001) The client is King in Japan too, but... Journal of Commerce 3/2001
Curriculum vitae Costea Carmen-Eugenia

8. OTHER PROPOSALS applied in 2006-8:

1. The Complexity of Social Stress IDEI failed
   Project director: Constantin Popescu ASE Bucharest
   Carmen Costea – member
   Value 10,000 Lei
   Financement NURC

2. The complex approach in terms of foreign direct investment and macroeconomic policies of stimulating and rethinking of their role for sustainable development IDEAS
   Project director Magdalena Radulescu
   Carmen Costea – member
   Value 10,000 Lei
   Financement NURC

3. Development of a Robotic Kit for Education ant and more DREAM – failed and re-applied
   Coordinator: Artificial Intelligence Department of Informatics University of Zurich prof Rolf Feiffer
   Partners universities and research bodies of: Switzerland, Japan, USA, Australia, Romania
   Representative for Romania: A.S.E.
   National coordinator: Carmen Costea
   Financement: Swiss Government

4. The Equal Community Initiative ASFORIN proposal approved
   Director of project: Associazione per la Formazione e l'Inserimento Lavorativo Campagna Italia
   Collaborators: business groups, universities of Italy, Portugal, Bulgaria and Romania
   Representative for Romania: A.S.E.
   National coordinator: Carmen Costea
   Financement: Italian Government and Region of Campagna (under EU regional funds)

5. Networks of Scientists and Policymakers for Modeling Complex Communities - failed
   Director of project: prof Jeffrey Johnson Open University London, UK
   Collaborators: BOURGIOINE, Paul, Ecole Polytechnique, FR, COSTEA, Carmen, Bucharest University, RO, HOLYST, Janus, Warsaw Institute of Technology, PL, RASSETTI, Mario, ISI, Torino, IT, KONDOR, Imre, Collegium Budapest, HU, HELBING, Dirk, Dresden University, DE, SOLOMON, Sorin, Hebrew University in Jerusalem, IL, COUGHLAN, Paul, European Inst Advanced Studies in Management, BE
   Representative for Romania: A.S.E.
   National coordinator: Carmen Costea
   Financement: ESF COST PROGRAM
6. Social integration of minorities – the implementation of alternative sciences tools and techniques (social physics, psycho-physics and complexity) in modeling a wealth society by a new behavioral approach (INIMA Societății) PN II project manager
Partners: University of Bucharest, INFLPR Bucharest

7. Harnessing the Links of the East European Countries with Developed Countries PF7 ERANET -2007-RTO/CSA-ERA-Plus Research type: Towards Knowledge Society and Economy in a transition country; the concept and its communities’ realities/research and online action
Director of project: prof Nicolae Bulz Aleneul Roman Society
Representative for Faculty of Commerce: Carmen Costea

9. OTHER PAPERS PROPOSALS SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION

- (2010) Costea, C., Smart business and international trade - an innovative approach volume no. 3 Ed. Uranus, București
- (2008) S. Keen & C. Costea Marshall’s theory should be discarded, Review of Radical Political Economics RRPE ISSN 0486-6134
- (2008) Costea,C Talking on food and consumption in a profit language submitted to International Journal of Food Science & Technology UFT ISI Journal Citation Reports® Ranking: 2007: 48/103 (Food Science & Technology) Impact Factor: 0.941 Print ISSN: 0950-5423, Online ISSN: 1365-2621 ISI Journal Citation Reports® Ranking: 2007: 48/103 (Food Science & Technology), Impact Factor: 0.941

Bucharest, 01.04.2012